
A 2023 OLLI Winter Class at Adath Isreal
beginning  on Tuesdays January 24th

from11-12:15

Dick Wendel MD, MBA and Graduate 
Gemologist----Moderator



The Syllabus

 Jan 24th: Introduction to the Jewelry 
Business: My Experience and Fashion

 Jan 31st: Diamonds
 Feb 7th: Gold, silver and platinum: 

Investments?
 Feb 14th: The Chemistry and Physical 

Properties of Precious Gems
 Feb 21th: Sapphires, Rubies & Emeralds
 Feb 28th: Other Colored Stones
 March 7th: Show and Tell 
 March 14th: Visiting Speaker



1. I will be emailing them to the  OLLI 
office and they will post them on 
their  Internet website where you 
may access all of them.

2. Or you may bring a thumb or flash 
drive to class and I will copy the 
file.



The Most Costly Stone!



Some Goals and Objectives of the Course

1) Share my experiences in the Jewelry Business

2) Stimulate  your interest and love for a wide range of 
gem stones and all types of fine jewelry 

3) Understand some of the basic physical and chemical 
properties of mountings, diamonds, and colored 
stones

4) Discuss the instruments used in gem identification, 
evaluation and authentication

5) Sharpen your haggling skills in buying and selling 
jewelry and precious metals. 



1977-1983





The Road to Success in a start-up business and 

why my Precious Gems venture ultimately failed

In my 15 years as a SCORE counselor I always emphasize 
the need for aspiring entrepreneurs to ‘know the territory’  
and have some experience in the type of business they are 
planning to launch.

At the start, my business experience was limited except for 
running a medical practice. Plus I had only completed the 
first GIA module on colored stones toward becoming a 
certified gemologist. It was a leap of faith that my manager 
coming from New York and other partner brought the 
expertise needed to get started and that I could hopefully 
catch up by on job training and completing the GIA 
courses.



I had an affinity for fine jewelry and with a science 
background and the arrogance of physician infallibility 
thought that this entrepreneurial venture might lead 

to riches

• At the time, I was working about 50 hours a 
week in my medical practice; and this new 
business began as a side 
venture/dream/avocation/hobby. As most 
entrepreneurs know, start-ups require a great 
deal of ‘sweat equity’ and long hours of work 
and I could not provide adequate oversight on a 
day to day operational and management basis.



Another mistake: Inadequate start-up capital 
even as we launched and flew by our bootstraps

• Precious Gems Company was undercapitalized with 
just $50,000 working capital, a sum somewhat 
insufficient for a high end jewelry store. (However, as 
high income physicians I felt assured that my partner 
and I could provide additional capital, if necessary)

• I had no frame of reference to produce a 
comprehensive business plan with financial or 
marketing pieces populated with assumptions and 
financial projections 

• The supply chain and Inventory control safeguards 
were tenuous even with a good accountant doing the 
books. 



Human Resources

• My manager from New York knew the trade in New 
York and had a great eye for colored stones. I hired him 
out of necessity. I knew his shady background but 
chose to ignore the risks. My wife had legitimate 
reservations about the ‘partnership’.

• My financial partner, an anesthesiologist, knew the 
jewelry business but was risk adverse and wanted to 
bail prematurely when he found that he lacked a high 
degree of control. He was not good at marketing the 
business and his departure was okay with me.



The Environment in 1977

❖Competitor analysis showed favorable opportunities in 
part because the two competing high end ground level 
jewelry stores on 4th Street were mediocre at best, 
overpriced and were short on inventory.

❖We were also aware that Cincinnati buyers were 
conservative and not avid buyers of high end jewelry 
unlike New York and the West Coast

❖The tangibles like gold and collectors markets in 1977 
were appreciating along with inflation and it appeared 
to be a good entry point for a fine jewelry outlets that 
offered investment grade certificated diamonds



The Organizational Process

❖An upstairs suite was leased on the 11th Floor of 
the Provident Tower on 4th Street with about 
1000 square feet with an office and gem testing 
laboratory. A sizeable lounge area had an artificial 
fireplace, plush carpets, couches and a warm 
‘homey’ feel.

❖An operating agreement was forged by a local law 
firm that spelled out governance, financial 
structure, exit plan and an incentive package for 
the manager to become a partner over five years



The Marketing and Supply Piece

• I had good marketing/social skills with a good 
network of medical and social friends. My 
medical reputation brought a degree of trust 
to the table for word of mouth marketing. 
Precious Gems offered gem lectures, 
developed collateral materials, held open 
house parties. We placed one expensive add 
in Cincinnati Magazine. 



More on Marketing

• My manager had a wide network of suppliers 
in New York where we bought lose and 
mounted goods every few months at 
bulk/parcel wholesale prices. 

• Our mounted goods were priced at single key 
(100% mark up) and investment grade 
diamonds at 40 percent. On average our 
competitors  worked on a 300% margin.



Merchandise

• The manager knew the NY trade and had an eye for color. 
We bought  right from dealers in the  580 Building (it 
houses the fraternity of colored stone dealers), trade shows 
and 47th Street. We managed to purchase some estate 
goods both in Cincinnati and in New York.

• Consequently, our inventory was second to none in 
Cincinnati

• We had connections with local repair shops, jewelry 
designers in NY, and a cadre of traveling lose stone dealers. 

• Out of the gate, we enjoyed rapid sales growth and 
profitability.



Why the venture failed

One year we had 2 million in sales; mainly in investment grade 
certificated  diamonds but:
• The manager turned out to be a crook and had a bunch of 

side deals and had to be fired. His female replacement was 
talented but lacked the connections in the trade which had 
been a competitive advantage.

• The market changed: and tangible investments in gold and 
diamonds tanked. In 1980, a one carat D-flawless diamond 
that sold for $65,000 fell in value in the NY Diamond Bourse 
to $8,500 in a six month period. Diamond investments were 
just like other tangible investments at that time

• My revolving line of credit at 5th-3rd Bank was at 21%.



Ultimately, we needed to downsize 
and brought the business into my 

medical office

• I retained one sales person that doubled as a 
medical office worker and gradually went out 
of business profitably. I ate the inventory and 
over the years my wife has enjoyed an array of 
fine jewelry.

• As you will appreciate in this course; I still 
retain a passion for fine jewelry.



 Display and lighting-incandescent 
vs florescence (take item out in 
natural light)

 View into the work and repair area 

 Gem microscopes to have customers 
use

 Jewelry design using CAD



Fashion Jewelry Trends in 2022

❑Chain Belts. ...

❑Bold and Bright Accessories. ...

❑Novelty Jewelry. ...

❑Logomania or monogramed jewelry



Chain Belts



monogramed jewelry



Novelty Jewelry: the Arts and Crafts 
Fairs and Hobby



More Fashion

❑Chokers: The Trending Jewelry. ...

❑Filled With Nostalgia: Bubblegum Bauble 
Rings.

❑Y2K Inspired Necklaces Y2K represents an era 
of loud and proud fashion that was all about 
making a statement



Chokers



Bubblegum Bauble: the stringers 
delight



Y2k: making a statement



Jewelry Findings refers to jewelry-making 
components that aren't beads, gemstones or 

stringing materials.



Cullinan 
Diamond is 
the largest 
gem-quality 
rough 
diamond ever 
found, 
weighing 
3,106.75 
carats





Birth Stones according to the American 
National Retail Jewelers Association 1912



Many alternate lists of birthstones to 
chose from, if you are not satisfied 
with your conventional birthstone!

▪ Zodiac

▪ Guardian Angel

▪ Apostolic

▪ Synthetic



General Ground Rules to Consider when purchasing 
jewelry

• Typical markups in jewelry stores are 200-300 
percent (key, double key or triple key). Tiffany and 
some mall outlets may work on 500 percent.

• These high mark-ups give the merchant plenty of 
wiggle room in which to profitably negotiate price. 
Therefore if you, as the buyer, want to buy right; you 
should perfect the art of Haggling and remember 
you can walk away from any purchase of jewelry that 
is often an impulse buy if the sellers does not meet 
your price. 

• (haggling should not be reserved for trips to the 
Caribbean, Turkey or Mexico)



More on the Intelligent Purchase

• The Sleep on it and second opinion strategy 
when buying an important piece of jewelry. Break 
the piece into its components.  It is important to 
not make it an impulse buy when you are the 
‘hot’ retail customer. Preempt buyers remorse. 

• Many jewelry store ‘clerks’ and proprietors know 
little about their merchandise and provide 
incorrect information

• Buy things that you love and go with your 
wardrobe



More General Advice for the Buyer

• The pitfalls of overseas purchases
• The New York market and 47th street
• Trunk shows, discount days, special offers and 

auction houses (you must know the territory)
• General guidelines for Investing in precious 

metals and gems; be wary! (mainly financial 
diversification unless you are fleeing the country 
for some reason)

• Protecting and insuring your valuables
• Buy to enjoy your jewelry purchases





Sources of Diamond Rough

• DeBeers first discovered diamonds in southern 
Africa in the mid-1860s and had monopoly 
control over the market for over a century. (You 
had to buy their boxes of rough or your were 
excluded)

• Not until the 1960s did production from non-
African sources (first the Soviet Union, then 
Australia, and now Canada) become important 
sources and challenge DeBeers as the sole 
supplier in the supply chain. 



A Controlled Commodity that violates antitrust laws 
with price fixing because diamonds are not rare

The World Federation of Diamond Bourses, founded in 
1947, was created to provide bourses trading in rough and 
polished diamonds and precious stones with a common set of 
trading practices. It is composed of 30 member diamond 
bourses. Their headquarters are in Antwerp. Members of The 
World Federation of Diamond Bourses (WFDB) act as a 
medium for wholesale diamond exchange, trading both 
polished and rough diamonds. The WFDB consists of 
independent diamond bourses in major centers of the 
diamond trade such as Tel Aviv, Antwerp, Mumbai, 
Johannesburg, London and New York and other cities across 
the USA, Europe and Asia. The WFDB provides a legal 
framework and convenes to enact regulations for its 
members. And most all comply with the rules.



Brief History of Diamond Cutting

• In the 11th century very rare diamonds were worn in jewelry but in 
an uncut form.

• Diamond cutting began in the 14th century but at that time it was 
likely very superficial type of polishing of the stone

• In the 15th century it was discovered that diamonds could be cut 
by their own dust

• Tools came along in the 16th century to cut faceted diamonds
• Old mine/European cut diamonds, also known as a cushion cuts, 

are basically the great-grandfathers of modern brilliant cuts. 
Developed in 18th century Europe, these cuts were not round but 
had a slightly curved edge which formed a soft square. They were 
made with a variety of facet patterns but always with a small table, 
high crown, and larger culet.

• The Early and Middle Victorian era (1837-1900) saw the popularity 
of diamond jewelry grow.



Diamonds: the four Cs

The Four evaluation criteria for Diamonds; these 
criteria are also used with other gem stones as well, 
but with less precision. Only Diamonds and 
Precious metals fall into fairly standardized criteria 
making them more of a commodity.

• 1. Carat 

• 2. Cut

• 3. Clarity

• 4. Color



Further Grading Considerations

• GIA recently introduced a 5th C or Country of 
Origin.

• “Electronic passport” also that tells buyer 
which craftsman cut and polished the stone

• Lab Grown diamonds equate to 2-3 percent of 
sales and growing with new techniques



The Carat: Each gem species has its own specific 
gravity that effect size of the stone

• One Carat equals 200 mg or a 5 carat stone 
weights just 1 gram. 

• There are 100 points in a 1 carat stone 

• Diamond melee are round cut diamonds of 10 
points or less

• Baguettes are small step cut rectangular 
diamonds 

• Melee and baguettes are generally set to 
embellish a center stone



Cut

An anatomy lesson



Ideal Proportions of a round brilliant cut diamond and 
terminology: proportions have been perfected mathematically 
based on Refractive Index of the diamond



Examining Rough; Diamonds are Cut to 
Maximize Weight



Standard Cutting Styles

• The modern round brilliant consists of 58 
facets or 57 if the culet is excluded; 33 on the 
crown (the top half above the middle or girdle of 
the stone) and 25 on the pavilion (the lower half 
below the girdle).

• Antique diamond jewelry often has fewer facets 
(Old Miner and European cuts)

• Step cut diamonds like an emerald or pear shape 
cut usually have the same number of facets as 
the round brilliant cut.



Diamonds

Diamond melee are round cut diamonds of 10 points or less

Baguettes are small step cut rectangular diamonds 
(both melee and baguettes are used in making jewelry)



Other Popular Cuts that are less expensive because 
they save a greater percentage of the rough material

• Princess Cut diamond which is a square cut 
diamond with sharp corners and generally the 
standard 58 facets 

• Radiant Cut is similar but more rectangular 
with trimmed corners.



Color of ‘Colorless’ Diamonds

D-Z (entire alphabet starting with D 
then E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M-----Z which is a 
yellow or Canary Diamond) 
Color grading measures the amount of yellow in 
the stone and is as important as the other three 
Cs in street value. This is where the dealer can 
and often does deceive the retail jeweler who in 
turn can deceive the retail customer. 



1. Diamonds graded D,E and F are colorless
2. Diamonds G,H,I,J ‘face-up’ colorless
3. Diamonds K,L,M,N and below show increasing 
yellow face-up (visible to the naked eye)
When you get to Z it becomes a canary diamond
Many Diamonds (25%) Fluoresce in ULTRAVIOLET 
LIGHT (DOES NOT CHANGE VALUE but increases 

brilliance in sunlight)

Need a master stone set or known standard stones with 
‘morning eyes’ to accurately grade color (north light) 



Diamond Color Grading through 
Pavilion of the stone



Clarity under 10 Power Loop (trained 
observer with exceptional eyesite)

1. Flawless/Internally Flawless 
2. VVS-1, VVS-2,(very, very slight)
3. VS-1,VS-2, (very slight)
4. SI-1,SI-2, (slightly imperfect)
5. I-1, I-2, I-3 (imperfect and visible to 
the naked eye)



Certificated Diamonds; GIA, AGS, (EJL & IJL) 
are the standards for quality certificates



Diamond Grading

A GIA 
certificate 
costs $64 for 
a 1/2 carat 
diamond up 
to $120 for a 
2 carat stone. 

A smashing finish, Richard! B+



Grading Diamond Clarity



A Good quality jewelry 
store stone ‘on average’ 
is a J color, SI-2 clarity 
with fair make. 
Misleading grading can 
be a buyer’s risk and 
greatly impacts value  



Diamonds come in many colors and are extremely valuable 
when natural (blue, pink, yellow) and of gem quality

Hope Diamond Canary



Fancy Diamonds; very pricey

Gem quality canary diamond Pink Diamond



Irradiation of Diamonds; more 
affordable color diamonds

Irradiation refers to the use of neutrons, gamma, and/or 
electron bombardment to alter a gemstone’s color. The 
irradiation stage of the process is then usually followed by a 
heating phase to effect the change.
Irradiated Diamonds—
• Cyclotroned diamonds have a green to blue-green color 

that is confined to the surface of the diamond
• Gamma ray-- blue to blue-green which penetrates the 

whole stone
• Neutron bombardment-- a green to black color that 

penetrates the entire stone
• Electron bombardment -- blue, blue-green, or green color



Diamonds are often treated with heat and 
irradiation 

Cyclotron cause a Champaign 
Color Heated to improve color 

Imperfections can be removed by 
lasers but it leave a hole.



Synthetic Diamonds

• In the US, the FTC has indicated that the terms laboratory-
grown, laboratory-created, and [manufacturer-name]-
created "would more clearly communicate the nature of 
the stone". Both CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) and 
HPHT produced diamonds can be cut into gems and various 
colors can be produced: clear white, yellow, brown, blue, 
green and orange. The advent of synthetic gems on the 
market created major concerns in the diamond trading 
business, as a result of which special spectroscopic devices 
and techniques have been developed to distinguish 
synthetic and natural diamonds.

• Expensive to produce due to high temperatures and 
pressures necessary for the carbon atoms to bond.



More on Laboratory made Diamonds

• As of 2020, synthetic diamonds sold as jewelry were 
typically selling for 20–40% less than natural 
equivalents

• In May 2015, a record was set for an HPHT colorless 
diamond at 10.02 carats. The faceted jewel was cut 
from a 32.2-carat stone that was grown within 300 
hours.

• Recent prices for laboratory grown diamonds are as 
low as $800 for a full carat.

• The major use of laboratory grown diamonds is in 
industry mainly as an abrasive but also in applications 
relating to heat and electrical conductivity.



How can the buyer know the value of 
this ‘blind’ commodity 

• The reputation of the merchant (the average jeweler 
salesperson is marginally trained)

• Appreciate that the average jewelry store markup is 2-300 
percent (wiggle room to haggle and price compare between 
stores)

• Certificates from reputable gem testing labs such as the GIA 
and AGL. A certificate costs about 100 dollars depending  
upon the size of the stone.

• Get a second opinion and compare prices between two or more 
dealers.

• Gem pricing guides or tables such as Rapport or the Gem 
guide (most major jewelry stores subscribe) and Internet 
pricing tables can be helpful.



More Advice when you wish to sell an 
important jewelry piece

Selling to a ‘dealer’ is tricky; offers of ten cents on the dollar 
are common

Insurance replacements are also fraught (to be covered later in 
the course)

Auction houses and internet sites may be a suitable alternative 
to consider when selling or buying.

Precious gem investments carry the same risk as other 
tangibles and you need to know the territory and the trade or 
have an agent to buy and sell wisely and factor in how the 
external forces impact price such as the state of the economy.



Arguments why to invest in diamonds
• Inflation proof like other valuables with limited supply 

or rarity?

• Portable concentrated value (can be eaten, literally)

• Can be worn, enjoyed and shows social status (primary 
reasons)

• Durability (don’t tolerate flames well) 

• Estate tax advantage; give to the kids or charity



Arguments why not to invest in  
diamonds

• Blind commodity; you must be a dealer or know the territory 
or have an agent that you trust.

• New mining sources for diamonds or new technology to 
manufacture diamonds to challenge the ‘cartel’s’ price fixing

• Can get lost, stolen or exchanged by a jeweler with no way to 
trace it; not like a work of art

• Easy to buy but hard to sell



Moissanite is a form of silicon carbide and is usually produced synthetically.
Because of its hardness (9.5 on the Mohs scale), it is perhaps the diamond imitation 
material that is closest to the real thing in terms of durability.
Although it looks quite similar to real diamond, Moissanite has different physical 
properties that result in optical differences.
For example, Moissanite is more brilliant than diamond and also sparkles in more colors 
when light enters it.

Cubic zirconia is a form of zirconium dioxide and is created synthetically.
This is one of the most popular diamond substitutes not only because it has optical 
properties similar to those of the real thing but also because it is very cheap.
However, cubic zirconia is significantly softer (8.5 on the Mohs scale), and this is why it 
easily accumulates scratches over time when worn. This stone is also much heavier than 
diamond.

White sapphires are excellent alternatives to diamonds for engagement rings as they are 
less expensive and very durable. ...
Spinel, quartz (Rhine stones) and zircon also used.

Common Diamond Substitutes

https://www.jewelrynotes.com/is-moissanite-a-good-alternative-to-diamond/


Diamond Pricing; wholesale, retail?
How many intermediaries, estate, consignment?



Wholesale Diamond price estimates per carat 
two years ago (you can research on the web)

• 1 carat D/Flawless-
$18,360

• 1 carat E/Flawless-
$10,600

• 1 carat D/VVS1-
$12,250

• 1 carat J/Flawless-
$5,280

• 1 carat J/SI2 (an average 
good quality jewelry 
store stone)- $3,525

• 1 carat M/SI2-$2,500

• 2 carat D/Flawless-
$39,000/carat

Is the dealer under 
stress to sell?



UNDERSTANDING GOLD, 

SILVER AND PLATINUM AS 

COMMODITIES AND 

JEWELRY

THE METALIC CLUB,
JUNE 10, 2022

RICHARD WENDEL MD, MBA, 

GRADUATE GEMOLOGIST



What countries are major suppliers of 
gold, silver and platinum?

• Gold sources include South Africa, the USA (Nevada, 
Alaska), Russia, Australia, Canada and China. The 
United States ranked fourth in gold production in 2016.

• Peru, Poland, Norway, Canada, and the U.S. are world 
leaders in Silver mining, with Mexico serving as the 
country with the largest annual production.

• Platinum is present in thin sulfide layers in certain 
igneous bodies and is mined in Canada, Russia, South 
Africa, the USA, Zimbabwe and Australia.



World Gold Supplies: Gold reserve refers to 
gold held by a national central bank

• As of 31 July 2020, Fort Knox held 147.34 
million troy ounces (4,583 metric tons) of gold 
reserves. (about half of US reserves)

• Total US gold reserves 8,133.5 metric tons.

• The World Gold Council estimates that all the 
gold ever mined totaled 190,040 metric 
tons in 2019.



What role does gold play in international trade? 
Very little today but that was not always true.

• Because it is an easily marketed commodity, it 
theoretically supports the strength of a 
nation’s currency

• Gold increases a nations  reserves that back 
the securization of international trade

• An increase in the price of gold can create 
a trade surplus or help offset a trade deficit.

A legitimate question today is; why does any 
nation need a gold reserve?



The Gold Standard

• Gold Standard Act of 1900 established gold as 
the only metal for redeeming paper currency. 
It set the value of gold at $20.67 an ounce

• During WWI the gold standard impaired the 
ability to print money and was side-tracked to 
pay for the war effort.

• The United States finally abandoned the gold 
standard entirely in 1933.

• The 1944 Bretton Woods Agreement set the 
exchange value for all currencies in terms of 
gold.



The Federal Reserve Note

And in the 1970s, Nixon changed the dollar/gold 
relationship to $38 per ounce and no longer 
allowed the Fed to redeem dollars with gold, an 
act that made the gold standard meaningless.

Thus the birth of the Federal Reserve Note (our 
dollars) that is backed by the financial assets 
that the Federal Reserve Banks pledge as 
collateral.



Appreciation or gyrations of Gold prices per ounce: 
correlates with market uncertainty and inflation

hyperinflation
Market 
crash

Oil crisis

9/11

Depression



Gold (per ounce) $1851.90

Silver $22.195

Platinum $1023

Palladium $2054

Precious metal prices/futures on 6/8/2022



Gold Content: What do they mean by Karat? 

• 24 Karat-pure gold (a color that cannot be 
duplicated) Most middle east jewelry is 24 
Karat

• 18 Karat or marked 750=75 percent gold

• 14 Karat or marked 585= 58.5 percent gold

• 12 Karat or market 500=50 percent gold

Unless you have coinage or a wafer or bar of 
gold, the dealer usually cheats a little on gold 
content.



One ounce American Eagle

.
21 carat gold/ 82.5% many others 
are .99 percent like the Krugerrand 
and Australian Kangaroo



Rare Coins and Collectables: Numismatic Trade



Rare Coin Collecting is like any other 
tangible collectable

Coin collecting can become a competitive activity, 
as prompted by the emergence of PCGS (Professional 
Coin Grading Service) and NGC (Numismatic Guarantee 
Corporation) Registry Sets. Registry Sets are private 
collections of coins verified for ownership and quality 
by numismatic grading services. The grading services 
assess collections, seal the coins in clear plastic holders, 
then register and publish the results. The American 
Numismatic Association helps identify most coins in 
North America. It uses a 1–70 numbering scale, where 70 
represents a perfect specimen (60-70 are uncirculated 
coins) and 1 represents a barely identifiable coin.



Gold Pandas; come in a gram, quarter 
ounce, half ounce, full ounce



Gold Chains: look for Karat markings;  weigh and 
calculate gold or silver content; then estimate value 
based on these calculations and the gold future price



Many creative names for chain design 
such as snakes, ropes, cobra, box, bead, 

and anchor



Gold Alloys add Color 

Yellow Gold (22K)
Gold 91.67% Silver 
5% Copper 2% Zinc 1.33%

Red Gold (18K) Gold 75% Copper 25%

Rose Gold (18K)
Gold 75% Copper 22.25% 
Silver 2.75%

Pink Gold (18K)
Gold 75% Copper 20% Silver 
5%



More Colors of Gold

• Yellow—copper

• Green gold—silver, cadmium

• Purple gold—aluminum

• Lilac—zinc

• Blue gold—iron

• White gold—ordinarily 75% gold and about 25% 
nickel and zinc (nickel allergies a problem) but 
also some palladium and other metals 

• Purple--aluminum and zinc



Tricolor Gold Items



Many chains are made in Italy and the 
chain making process is quite automated. 

When buying, check the clasps (gold?), 
smoothness, workmanship and uniformity. 
You must distinguish plated goods or items 

with plated components from the solid 
gold, silver or platinum items. Offer to buy 
a chain at 50% over the gold content price 
(weight) and ignore any design features. 

Gold chain is gold chain and, in my opinion, 
branding means nothing.



Silver

• Pure silver is 99.99 percent silver

• Sterling Silver is 92.5 percent silver (some 
copper to add strength)

• Coin silver is generally about 90 percent silver



Silver; all kinds of jewelry; do your kids want 
your sets of sterling silver place settings?



The Story of the Hunt Brothers

• Primarily because of the Hunt brothers' 
accumulation of the precious metal, prices of 
silver futures contracts and silver bullion rose 
from $11 an ounce in September 1979 to $50 
an ounce in January 1980. Silver prices 
ultimately collapsed to below $11 an ounce 
two months later.

• Silver as a commodity is plentiful and no one 
could capture the world market.



Platinum and platinum group 
metals—iridium, rhodium, osmium, 

palladium and ruthenium

• Platinum is harder, more durable, 
hypoallergenic, lustrous, denser, scratch and 
tarnish resistant than gold, but harder to 
work with.

• Currently, it is less expensive and valuable 
than gold 



❖ Four Methods to Invest in Gold:
1. Buying Scrap Gold
2. Buying Gold Bullion (bars or 
ingots), wafers or coins
3. Buying Gold Futures
4. Buying Gold Exchange Traded 
Funds (ETF) 

Diversification Only; 
Should you invest?



Arguments for owning gold: 
❑Gold is always in high 

demand, a standardized 
commodity, very 
marketable and portable?.

❑2. Owning gold can protect 
you from inflation, currency 
fluctuations or 
Armageddon?



More on holding gold

❑ Diversification of ones portfolio is a legitimate 
reason to own gold (< than or equal to 8 
percent?).

❑ Gold is an excellent vehicle for protecting 
wealth over a long period of time?

❑ During a period of civil unrest it is an easy 
way to conceal wealth



But the supply of gold is not ‘limited’ 
and inflation can cause old and new 
mines to start back into operation. 
Moreover, there is plenty of hidden 
gold in old safes, jewelry, Fort Knox, 

state gold reserves etc.
Take the example of Silver.



Silver, Platinum and Palladium are also 
sold as commodities with futures and 
exchange traded funds: there are daily 
‘spot gold, silver and platinum prices’ 

that reflect active trading in the 
futures markets 



* If you take physical possession of the 
gold, you are not required to pay sales 

tax in the State of Ohio. The dealers 
charge between 3 and 8 percent 

commission
* To document gold content is not easy 

and many pieces are gold or silver 
plated



If you have gold items to sell, the 
dealers will usually offer you an 

amount based entirely on gold content 
and not rarity. There are some 

exceptions in antique gold pieces and 
rare coins or Pandas from China.

GOLD’S chemical element symbol on the 
periodic table is Au and its atomic number 
is 79. (Silver-Ag is 47 and Platinum-Pt is 
78). 



Some Basic Structural and 
Chemical Properties of Gem 

Stones



The Mohs Hardness Scale

Mineral Chemical Composition Hardness

Talc Mg 3 Si 4 O 10 (OH) 2 1             soft

Gypsum CaSO 4 2

Calcite CaCO 3 3

Fluorite CaF 2 4

Apatite 3 Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 •CaF 2 5

Feldspar K 2 Al 2 Si 6 O 16 6

Quartz SiO 2 7

Topaz Al 2 SiO 4 F 2 8

Corundum (ruby, sapphire) Al 2 O 3 9

Diamond C 10            hard



To give you a further frame of 

reference and understand what will 

scratch what:

On the Mohs scale:

The Fingernail is 2.5

The Copper penny is about 3.5

A knife blade, 5.5

Window glass, 6.5

Steel file, 6.5



In gem stones there is a differences between
hardness, toughness, durability, cleavage and 
cracking
As examples:
*Sapphire is hard and durable (good finger ring)
*Opal is brittle and often thin, dries out and fine 
opal is better worn as a pendant
*Jade is tough and fibrous but only 6-7 on the 
Mohs scale.







The Six Basic Crystalline Forms in Gemstones

Cubic, Tetragonal and Hexagonal are major gem stone structures

CUBIC STRUCTURES DO NOT POLARIZE  LIGHT; THE REST DO



Three Most Common Crystalline Types 
in Gemstones

Cubic Crystals:
1. Diamond
2. Garnet
3. Spinel
4. Lapis lazuli 
Tetragonal Crystals include Zircon
Hexagonal Crystals
1. Emerald, Aquamarine and Manganite
2. Quartz crystal such as Amethyst, Citrine, and Rose Quartz
3. Ruby and Sapphire
4. Tourmaline



Light Refraction and Refractive 
Indexes: What makes stones brilliant 

and sparkly

Reflective Angle



Critical Angles vs. Refractive Index

• Critical angle is the angle of incidence beyond 
which rays of light passing through a denser 
medium to the surface of a less dense medium 
are no longer refracted but totally reflected.

• The ratio of velocities of a light ray in the air to 
the given medium is a refractive index. Thus, the 
relation between the critical angle and refractive 
index can be established as the Critical angle is 
inversely proportional to the refractive index.



The refractive index of a gemstone provides the 
single most important piece of information to a 

gemologist seeking to identify an unknown stone. 

It is fairly constant.

• Gems with a higher refractive index tend to 
show more brilliance, since light is bent at a 
higher angle (critical angle) when it passes 
into the material. More light is then reflected 
back out the crown to the eye, rather than 
passing straight through the gem.



Refraction, critical angle and total internal reflection of 
light at the interface between two media

Comparative Refractive Indexes

• Water—1.33

• Sapphire—1.762-1.778

• Diamond--2.417

• Quartz--1.54425-- 1.55338

• Zircon--1.93 – 1.987

• Cubic Zirconium--2.15–2.18

• Moissanite—2.65-2.69



Specific Gravity/weight of Gem Stones 

• Used in identification with standards solutions 
and when stone is placed in the heavy liquids: 
it either float or sinks to help estimate Specific 
Gravity (SG makes carat stone sizes different)

• Quartz specific gravity 2.66

• Corundum (sapphire and ruby) is 4.00

• Diamond is 3.52

• Zircon, one of the densest of all gemstones, 
may have a specific gravity as high as 4.73



Formula for Specific Gravity



Polarization of light; Measured with a 
Polariscope

The stone appears dark throughout a 360° rotation. 
The stone is isotropic (single refractive and cubic in 
crystalline structure like diamond or spinel).

2. Throughout a 360° rotation the stone blinks four 
times, light and dark. The stone is anisotropic 
(double refractive).

3. The stone will appear light all the time. The stone 
is a microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline aggregate 
(like, for instance, chalcedony).



Polariscope



Birefringence or Pleochromism and 
Play of Colors

• Pleochroism (more than one color) is caused by 
differing absorption of light rays (two refractive 
indexes) in doubly refractive crystals; may be 
dichroic as in ruby that typically is orangey red 
and bluish red; or trichroic such as tanzanite.

• Play of Colors in opals (nodules)

• A Dichroscope, a small hand held instrument, is 
used to show separate polarized beams and 
identify certain stones such as emerald.



Play of Colors



Florescence to Ultra-Violet light is seen 
in some Gem Stone

• Foremost are ruby (especially Burma), Kunzite, 
Diamond and Opals

• All fluorides strongly fluoresce.

• Some minerals phosfloresce or have an 
afterglow following exposure to UV light such 
as calcite, fluorite, sphalerite and willemite.



Heat Treatment, Magnetism, Grit and 
Feel

• Turquois, emerald, garnet, quartz, peridot, zircon, 
tourmaline and topaz are likely to crack if heated 
to high temperatures.

• Amethyst, aquamarine, zircon, tourmaline, topaz, 
tanzanite, sapphire may change color when heat 
treated.

• Magnetite, hematite, tourmaline and many more 
are magnetic due to iron content. Cobalt and 
gadolinium have some magnetic properties.

• Pearls are gritty
• Jade feels greasy



Color is imparted to most gem stones 
by impurities (basic minerals colorless)

• Idiochromatic—turquois, peridot and 
malachite (the material composition imparts 
color)

• Sapphire colored with iron and titanium

• Ruby with chromium

• Amethyst with Iron

• Emerald with chromium and some vanadium

• Tourmaline with iron and magnesium



Quartz Crystal and Citrine (impurity is 
iron)



Inclusions; each natural gem stone has characteristic 
impurities; need for a binocular gem microscope

Beryl/Columbian Emerald
Hexagonal growth lines; 
Sapphire



Gem Microscope



+ Even the trained-eye cannot retain 
color (a million hues); you need color 
standards and familiar or uniform 
lighting and positioning of the stone in 
which  to judge quality and compare.

In my business I had a range of 
comparison stones and made major 
colored stones purchases only after we 
had evaluated them in that familiar 
lighting and against the comparison 
specimens.



A Lapidary is an expert that cuts and polishes 
gem stones into the finished product

• Gem cutters carefully study and fashion their rough stones into 
finished goods to both maximize brilliance and weight because cost 
per carat generally rises as stones are larger.

• Many varieties of cuts and carat sizes to accommodate the shape of 
jewelry pieces. (melee, baguettes, quarters, thirds etc)

• Most fine gems specimens are faceted; others bead or cabochons 
• If cut differently from the standard, gems have the term “modified” 

added to their names. For example, “modified round brilliant” or 
“modified emerald cut.”

• Gems cut in the brilliant style are always called brilliant cuts (for 
example, “round brilliant”), while gem cuts in the step style 
generally have specific names attached to them for example 
emerald cut, pear shape, marquise etc.



Cabochons, polished face and flat back; 
occasionally a Cab has an unpolished face and is 

called a drusy cab  
a gem polished but not faceted.



Treatments of Gem Stones to improve 
color or clarity

• Coating-- thin film to the surface of a gem partially or completely in 
order to modify the color, luster or brilliance. (quartz)

• Dyeing---filling fractures or fissures with colorless glass, resin or 
similar substance

• Heating and - vast majority of gemstones are heated to alter their 
color. In ruby and sapphire the treatment is often performed to 
improve color and clarity. 

• Flux Healing-heating with other chemicals
• Diffusion Treatment-- high temperatures while adding certain 

elements such as beryllium, chromium and/or titanium to the 
process. (emeralds-atoms enter the lattice work)

• Oiling--. filling of surface reaching cracks or fissures in a gem with a 
colorless oil or resin, wax

• Irradiation



Colored Stones 
• The Three Major Colored Stones that 

Command High Prices

• *Rubies

• *Sapphires

• *Emeralds



Unlike Diamonds there is a Greater Variation in quality 
and features of colored stones. There are no ‘uniformly’ 
fixed standards for grading colored stones:

a. Use a scale of 1-10? (similar to pain evaluation)
b. Describe color, clarity, and cut?
c. Factor in zoning, windows, inclusions, treatments and 
brilliance?
d. Size in number of carats or rarity?
e. Use general generic terms such as good, fine, gem 
quality, (like a pigeon blood ruby or cornflower blue 
sapphire.)



Estimating Value and Price

Thus, for the customer and the jeweler alike, the  intrinsic 
or perceived or market value must factor in:

• Wholesale (what is the going price in the world market)

• Retail (the jewelry store mark up)

• Appraised (value listed on an appraisal)

• Dealer’s replacement cost

• Pressure on the dealer to sell 

This makes the market for colored stones more challenging 
and tricky. It relates to the ‘eye of the beholder’ and what 
the market will bear. Just like diamonds, it is perception 
because the minerals themselves has very little value.



Finally, you must be sure it is the 
real item and know if it were 

treated to enhance color or is it a 
synthetic substitute. Plus, if it  is an 
antique jewelry piece who made it 
and when. (branding and history 
can impact greatly on value (like 

Tiffany)



Most colored stones increase in value 
as the carat size increases. 
I will list for certain stones ‘what the 
price has been selling for in the market’. 
In the jewelry stores, often the marked 
price relates to the price the jeweler 
paid for the stone or piece of jewelry. 
Many stores carry consignment goods 
(owned by a private or dealer)because 
to carry a large inventory is quite pricy.



All colored stones are cut and 
fashioned to retain color, disguise 

imperfections (color zoning, fractures, 
visible inclusions etc.) and maximize 

carat weight. There are many 
standard cuts and the lapidary is 

challenged to precisely cut the rough 
material to maximize value



To evaluate all gem stones, it is best 
to examine them when they are 
unmounted. Mountings with large 
prongs, bezel mountings or closed 
backs are often used to conceal 
inclusions, fractures, color zoning 
and other defects that are easily eye 
visible or seen prominently under 10 
power with a loose stone. 



Many industrial uses for corundum or 
Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3) because of it 

hardness of 9 on the Mohs scale

• Aluminum oxide is colorless and is used 
for grinding optical glass and for polishing 
metals and has also been made into 
sandpapers and grinding wheels.

• It is the same mineral as Sapphire and Ruby 
without the impurities that impart color.



Corundum/synthetic sapphire is 
manufactured in large qualities

▪ Flame-fusion (Vermeil process) in which  
fine alumina powder is added to 
an oxyhydrogen flame.

▪ In 2003, the world's production of synthetic 
sapphire was 250 tons.



Physical and Chemical Properties of 
Rubies and Sapphires

❖Both are corundum (aluminum oxide or Al2O3) 
which is a colorless mineral 

❖Hexagonal system (six sided crystals three horizontal 
and one vertical axis)

❖Hardness  9 on the Mohs scale and toughness 
excellent

❖Inclusions include “silk” or rutile needles that can 
produce a “six legged star”

❖Burma rubies and some others strongly fluoresce

❖Pink sapphire name for light colors of red



Sapphires

• Can be and often are larger stones and price does not appreciate as 
much as ruby with increased size.

• Titanium and iron oxide impurities produce the blue color in 
sapphires (incorporated in the molecular structure)

• Birth Stone for September
• Major inclusion include color zoning, rutile crystals and many others 

and, if heat treated the changes are detectable by a trained 
gemologist and lowers its value.

• Many ‘fancy’ colors; yellow, Padparadsha (salmon or hyacinth), 
violet, green, pink, orange and purple.

• Look at the stone in a variety of light sources and directions to 
assess beauty and degree of inkiness of blue sapphire (in the 
jewelry store they are shown with florescent lighting---take it 
outside the store in natural lighting)



Some sapphires can be identified by 
their source of origin.
❑ Kashmir-cornflower blue and appear 

sleepy (mines now exhausted)
❑ Burma, Thailand, Cambodia
❑ Sri Lanka—lively and brilliant
❑ Montana and Australia and many 

countries
❑ Madagascar—new source that rivals 

others



Origins of Sapphires

• Blue sapphire colors range from pale blue to 
cornflower blue to royal blue, navy blue and 
midnight blue. The main sources today are Sri 
Lanka (Ceylon), Burma (Myanmar), Madagascar, 
Tanzania, Australia and Thailand. At one time 
exceptional sapphires came from Kashmir.

• The wonderful advantage to modern day 
sapphire lovers is the major sapphire deposits 
that were found in Madagascar in 1998 making 
them more affordable.

https://www.ajsgem.com/blue-sapphire-gemstone-sapphire-2046340410.html


Burma and Ceylon Stones

Sleepy cornflower blue:
2 carat fine-
$5,000/carat

Lively and slightly lighter 
stone from Sri Lanka: fine 2 
carat stone-$3,500 per carat



The Logan Sapphire 423-carat (84.6 g) in the National 
Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C.



Padparadsha Sapphire (the rarest of all 
sapphires and one of the most valuable



Sapphires
Comes  in Many 
COLORS and shades



Both the same ‘colorless’ mineral

563-carat sapphire the Star of 
India which is actually the 
largest known blue sapphire

Star Ruby:

Star corundum must be cut 
as a cabochon to display asterism



Synthetic Sapphire

• Since the early twentieth century synthetic 
sapphires in quantities have been produced by 
the flame fusion method. Experts can detect 
these by distinctive growth patterns.

• Natural sapphires that are treated, usually 
heated, are less expensive and desirable than 
those that are not. Difficult for the local 
jeweler to tell. 



Alexandrite is a unique stone; fine varieties 
change color with green and reddish violet 
depending upon the light

This is synthetic corundum sold as an affordable 
Alexandrite  substitute and is very common in 
lady’s rings. Color change from amethyst to pale 
blue color (corundum’s chameleons)



Sapphire Treatments

• Less translucent and darker sapphires that look ‘inky’ 
fashioned as cabochons

• Heat-treated (majority of even the higher quality stones)

• Beryllium and other metal can be used in a heat-diffusion 
process to treat sapphires. This produces a permanent but 
superficial penetrate of the stone. The color is produced by 
introducing a foreign element into the lattice molecular 
structure to achieve the desired color alteration. These 
treated stones are very hard to differentiate from untreated 
stones even for an expert. 



Rubies

• Large rubies a rarity—very few gem quality 
stones over 5 carats

• Birth Stone for July
• Chromium oxide impurity that colors rubies
• Major sources of Rubies today; Burma, 

Madagascar, India and Eastern Africa. The most 
renown source of fine quality rubies is Burma.

• New discoveries of gem sources occur frequently 
and thus supply lines change with time for most 
precious stones. 



Rubies; cuts, sizes, differentiate from pink sapphire
No standard cut



Burma Ruby

Strong Florescence under 
ultraviolet light:



Ruby Treatments

• Synthetic ruby can be created by several 
different methods including flame fusion and 
others. Rubies are also subjected to more 
treatments than almost any other gem.

• Most all are heat treated and this is 
undetectable and does not effect price much.

• Command higher prices than blue sapphire



Emerald/ Beryl/Be₃Al₂SiO₆
Color Produced by Chromium Oxide impurity

The very best and most valuable come from Columbia (Muzo & 
Chivor mines) and birthstone for May

Distinguish from Green Beryl 
(Brazilian mainly)

African goods (more iron, darker)

High degree of imperfection; look under 
the prongs, rarely eye clean



Some facts about emeralds

• The first known emerald mines were in Egypt, dating 
from at least 330 BC. Cleopatra and the  pharaohs was 
fond of emeralds

• Today, most emerald production originates in four 
source countries: Colombia, Zambia, Brazil, Ethiopia, 
and Zimbabwe

• The most desirable emerald colors are bluish 
green to pure green, with vivid color saturation and 
tone that's not too dark.

• Elizabeth Taylor’s emerald pendant sold for $6,578,500 
IN  2011 or a sales price $260,000 per carat



Beryl: Be3Al2Si6O18 

is a colorless mineral

Emeralds

Aquamarine; iron 
impurity and the birth 
stone for March

Morganite; colored 
with lithium: 



Current Sources of commercial Emeralds: 
Colombia, Zambia, Brazil, Ethiopia, and Zimbabwe

Columbian Emerald
Zambian Emerald

Very Few Emeralds are eye-clean



Emerald inclusions

Fissures, Cavities & Chips, Growth Tubes, Spiral, Fingerprints, 
Color Zoning.



The Paradox of Aquamarine; the 
bathtub effect; just because it is 
larger does not mean that it is 
more valuable. Intense smaller 
blue  stones are highly valued



Beryl

There is a differences in color 
intensity between Green Beryl (Brazil) 
and Emerald.

Aquamarine

Manganite

Golden Beryl

Golden Beryl (Fe)



Emeralds: care, treatments and 
synthetics

1. Even though Emeralds are hard, mechanical 
cleaning is not recommended for emeralds. 
(Ultrasonic, steam, and boiling methods can 
shatter emeralds or dissolve the ‘green goop’)

2. Oiling to improve color is a common practice
3. Synthetics are expensive and hard to separate 

from natural since manufacturers can add 
inclusions : Emerald-- Chatham, Gilson, Linde, 
Russian synthetic, Emerald Hydrothermal.

4. Emeralds almost always has inclusions that are 
tip offs to authenticity and origin.



Synthetic Emeralds: Gilson, Chatham

• A lab-created emerald is a real emerald but 
not a natural emerald. Synthetic emeralds are 
some of the most expensive synthetic gems. It 
has very different inclusions from natural 
emeralds.



Other Colored Stones/The Common 
and not so common Ones



Quartz; most common mineral  in earth’s crust: 
colorless, SiO2: quartz gems are essentially sand in 
crystalline or cryptocrystalline (chalcedony) form

• Most common ‘semi-precious’ gem stone used 
in jewelry and comes in many colors

• Citrine, Amethyst and Rose Quartz most 
common.

• Smoky Quartz, Aventurine (green)

• Brownish Tiger’s eye, Greyish Cat’s eye

• Geodes as source of quartz crystals  

• All quartz materials are relatively Inexpensive 



Quartz; 7 hardness,  hexagonal, 
colorless (rock crystal)

Citrine;
❑ November Birthstone

❑ Colored with Fe

❑ The price 
of citrine per carat 
can range from $10 to 
$30 dollars; very 
affordable



Amethyst 
Quartz
February Birth  
stone

Irradiation and Fe

Geodes are a 
favorite of rock 
hounds

6 carat fine stone-
$45 per carat; 
most 5-10 dollars 
per carat



Rose Quartz and Aventurine Quartz

Often carved, polished, and 
crafted as cabochons 



Tiger’s eye and Smoky Quartz

Tumbled Smoky Quartz

Nice for Rings and Pendants



Chalcedony/ Cryptocrystalline Quartz: Rock Hound’s 
Bounty

• Comes in all colors, color banding and is 
translucent, and often dyed.

• Agate, Plasma, Moss Agate, Bloodstone, 
Carnelian, Chrysoprase, Onyx, Petrified Wood

• Jasper a catch-all term for opaque, colored 
chalcedony 



Common Chalcedony
Chrysoprase, Carnelian, Agate 



Heliotrope or Blood Stone 
An alternate birthstone for March



Onyx commonly carved as in chess sets, 

figurines etc.(alternate Birthstone for August)

Black onyx with Coral

Also petrified wood is 
agate



Many different names for Chalcedony stones:
Many tumblers us rough chalcedony



Pearls(Birthstone for June)

• Layers of nacre (mother of pearl) made of 
calcium carbonate (aragonite and calcite) around 
a foreign body in a fresh or salt water 
oyster/mollusk.

• Various colors; pink, white, cream, black, grey
• Many shapes; round, pear, drop, button, baroque
• Natural vs. Cultured (greatly impacts value)
• Value based on size, shape, luster (light reflected 

is number one), matching, color (body, tone 
iridescence) and surface nacre



Pearls; a challenge to evaluate and 
need standard lighting and conditions

Black pearl, generally Tahitian in 
origin Cultured Pearls



Common Types of Pearl Necklaces

Fresh Water Pearls: unique 
shapes and wide range of colors

Baroque Pearls: irregular non-
spherical shape



More about Pearls

• Pearls are delicate and must be handled with care as they 
are soft with a Mohs of just 2 and brittle as well. Moreover, 
weak acids can dissolve the calcium carbonate of the nacre.
Avoid contact with cosmetics, hair spray, and perfume and 
realize that over time pearls dehydrate.

• Blister pearls are ‘half-pearls’ with flat backs grown against 
the inside of the oyster's shell, rather than within its tissue.

• Fresh water pearls are generally more affordable than salt 
water pearls and often more irregular in shape.

• Biwa pearls are fresh water pearls from Japan
• South Sea Island pearl are the most valuable which 

naturally occur in shades of white and gold
• Larger 7-10 mm pearls command a premium price.



GIA offers certificates of authenticity that the pearl is 
natural or cultured, not simulant or imitation, and 

describes any detectable treatments.
• A simpler way to tell if a pearl is real or not is the Tooth Test: a 

pearl has texture and lightly rub it against the front of your 
tooth — not against the edge, which can scratch 
the pearl. If natural or cultured, rather than simulated, 
the pearl should feel gritty

• To differentiate between natural and cultivated pearls you 
need X-rays or other imaging techniques to see the seeded 
core/nucleus of the cultured pearl.

• Pearls are often treated to improve their color or luster by a 
wide variety of techniques including: Dying, Polishing and 
bleaching, Irradiation and heating



Blue Topaz; the ubiquitous gem stone 
in jewelry stores rivaling Tanzanite.

• Topaz sources are distributed around the world in 
Sri Lanka, Madagascar and Myanmar

• Silicate mineral of aluminum and fluorine, 
Al2(F,OH)2SiO4

• Hard at Mohs 8 but even light blows, may 
damage a stone badly.

• Topaz comes in many colors with pinks and 
yellowish-orange (imperial or precious) topaz 
being the rarest and most valuable.

• A lively and affordable substitute for aqua 
marine.



Blue Topaz
1. Inexpensive
2. Routinely 
irradiated and heated 
to increase color
3. Eight on the Mohs 
scale but brittle and 
not good for rings.
4. Has a hard look 
unlike Aquamarine
5. November birth 
stone



Blue Topaz; an excellent substitute for Aqua Marine. Topaz can 
be many colors including red!, pink (heat treated) and yellow 

Precious/Imperial 
topaz



Finest Men’s Ring

Chrysoberyl

Alexandrite: “emerald by 
day, ruby by night,” has a 
change in color from red 
or violet to green and blue 
depending on light source.

Chrysoberyl Cat’s Eye(milk 
and honey—it winks)

Hard at 8.5 and durable

Sources; Russia, Brazil, 
SriLanka



Chrysoberyl Cat’s Eye

Best Man’s Ring: milk and honey 
eye that winks

Better than a star sapphire or 
diamond



The Real Alexandrite Article



Hematite; Iron Oxide, occasionally brownish red 
streaks “blood stone”

Healing properties/pertection



Malachite (copper ore) and Iron Pyrite 
(fools gold) 

Cabochons and beads and carvings
Congo , Zaire), Namibia, Russia and the American Southwest.



Rhodochrosite & Rhodonite (Mg)
Cabochon and Beads and Carvings

Rhodonite is the official
gemstone of the commonwealth 
of Massachusetts



Peridot/gem quality olivine

• Widely found mineral but larger size gem 
Peridot specimens rare.

• Sources include the Canary Islands, China, 
Brazil, Norway, Hawaii, Australia, Pakistan and 
South Africa and New Mexico

• Iron impurities are the cause of its attractive 
yellowish green and green color

• August birthstone



Peridot: Attractive, Affordable, unique 
yellowish-green and Durable

Soft velvety appearance, 6-7 on Mohs scale: 



The colors of Peridot are very 
distinctive and easily identifiable

 

 



Spodumene: Kunzite; often big stones

Beautiful pink stones like Morganite and pink diamond



The Feldspar Group: Moonstone, 
Labradorite, Amazonite, Sunstone

Moon stone, 
birthstone for 
June

Labradorite

Amazonite



Opals: hydrated amorphous form of 
silica that form in seams of rock.

• Opal is the one of October’s birthstone

• Folk lore considered the gem a symbol of 
hope, purity, and truth, but some mythology 
about bringing bad luck 

• A fragile gem (Mohs 5.5-6) because it forms in 
very think slices, can lose moisture and easily 
cracks if harshly treated.

• No standardized method for valuing opals.

• Its water content may range from 3 to 21%.



Opals—Play of Color: Four basic plays; Pinfire, Harlequin, 
Flame and Flash with order of desirable colors-red, violet, 

orange, yellow, green and blue 

Black Opal
Color of the matrix determines if black 
or white, best in pendants rather than 
rings

Problem with thin backing and 
dehydration with cracking. 



Black Opal: Black or Dark Matrix with a play of colors 
with blue and green being less valuable than violet, 
orange and red; the more colors and uniformity the 

more valuable the stone.



White Opal; mainly pin fire



Opal Doublets and Triplets; Fine thick opal is 
rare and blacks are very expensive



Mexican Fire and Water Opal: rarely 
exhibit a play of colors.

Boulder opal;
Thin slice with the
Mineral backing 



Jadeite and 
Nephrite Jade
Comes in many colors:

Mutton fat

Green apple (cheap 
nephrite)

Purple Jade is very 
valuable but like other 
colors often treated and 
this alteration is 
difficult to test for.

Extremely tough, fibrous 
and good for carving, 
hardness 6-6+



Jade Carvings



Imperial Jade

Very prized by 
Chinese Dynasties,

Usually fashioned 
as cabochon and 
extremely pricey.



Turquoise(Copper Aluminum Phosphate) Versatile and 
common variety inexpensive and Birthstone for December 

Over 90 percent of the 'turquoise' on the world market has been stabilized, treated, 
or tampered with to enhance the color or harden the stone, difficult material to 
work with Mohs of 5-6



Persian Turquois 
(Iran), Dense, 
nonporous and takes 
high polish

More Common 
Varieties

American or Mexican 

Turquois Matrix 

Spider web



Some fine home grown specimens in the Southwest.



Garnet; (the garnet group) several 
species or a group that vary chemically

Almandine garnet; the 
typical color in estate 
pieces

Pyrope &Rhodolite
garnet



Garnet comes in every color except blue and thus makes 

for a good January birth stone with a hardness of 7-7.5



Yellow and Green Garnet

Grossularite Garnet Dermatoid or Green 
Garnet (pricey)



Zultanite from Turkey: an amazing 
color change



Tourmaline;
Boron Silicate, Hexagonal

Attractive  Green 
stones that are the 
affordable substitute 
for Emeralds.

Also have Watermelon 
Tourmaline

And Pink Tourmaline

Birthstone for October



Hard and durable and good as finger 
rings

Special fine green stone 
chrome tourmaline:

Watermelon Tourmaline 



Lapis lazuli
Intense blue, Lazurlite
with white (calcite) 
and yellow (pyrite) 
inclusions

Fine quality from  
Afghanistan

Great for carvings, 
necklaces and 
bracelets

Birthstone for 
December



Lapis showing Calcite (bad) and Pyrite 
(good)



Tanzanite/Zoisite

Comes out of the 
ground near colorless; 
discovered in a single 
mine in 1967in Tanzania 
but now quite common 
and prices vary as new 
mines were discovered. 
An affordable beautiful 
substitute for blue 
sapphire

It is a tricolor stone  that 
rivals fine sapphire and 
is very brilliant and 
flashy



Tanzanite exhibits pleochroism with blue, 
violet, and pink. All stones are heat treated



Zircon (Zirconium Silicate) heat treated, 
multicolored, high refractive index and faceted like 

diamonds; hard but minute fractures 

• High Refractive Index; 
diamond substitute.

Can come in any color and double 
refraction causes a slightly fuzzy 
look; rarer than diamond. Fine Blue Zircon: 



Red Spinel can compete with fine ruby; orangey red 
is the most valuable, but many colors

Synthetic spinel used to imitate  a range of other 
gems.



Organic Gems

Often Carved and free form

• Tortoise Shell (Hawksbill 
Turtle)

• Ivory

• Jet

• Amber--Dominican Republic, 
the Baltic region of Europe, 
and Myanmar main sources

• Coral--Hawaii, coastal Japan, 
the Mediterranean and the 
Red Sea supply the best red 
precious coral.

Choral

Amber



Amber, Choral, Ivory, Jet & Tortoise 
shell



More Organics

Hawksbill Tortoise (an 
endangered species)

Ivory Carving



Black Stones

Black Diamond

Diopside Star

Obsidian 
(volcanic 
glass)

Also green chrome diopside from 
Russia



Variety of minerals that are 
occasionally faceted for jewelry



The names of some of these rarely faceted gems

• Andalusite

• Appatite

• Benitoite

• Calcite

• Euclase

• Florite

• Iolite

• Kornerupine

• Scapolite

• Serpentine
• Sphene
• Thomsonite
• Wulfenite



Artificially made stones; Goldstone is 
glass with copper crystals.

Many imitations 
and types and 
colors of glass



Glass (PASTE)

• CRYSTAL—generally lead glass; lead content of 
between 25 and 50 percent. Lead increase the 
refractive index but decreases hardness

• Enamel—glass fused to metal
• Faience—any kind of glass glaze on pottery
• Rhinestones--is a diamond simulant/substitute 

originally made from rock crystal (quartz) but 
since the 19th century from crystal glass or 
polymers such as acrylic

• Apache Tears---volcanic glass consisting of 
rounded pebbles of black obsidian



Plastic Imitations

• Many types of plastics: celluloid, Bakelite, 
cellulose acetate, acrylic resin, melamine, urea 
resin and galalith

• Thermoplastic and Thermosetting

• Distinguished by feel, weight, smell, and 
molding characteristics.

• Rarely faceted

• Molded interfaces



Common Plastic Imitations

• Coral, pearl, onyx, moonstone, cat’s eye, shell, 
amber, tortoise shell, ivory, and other organic 
materials.

• Plastic is very light and feels warm to the 
touch

• Costume jewelry  is generally not stamped or 
branded



Carved and Engraved Gems

• Cameos from shell and onyx in relief figure with 
two different color layers

• Pottery cameos (Wedgewood)
• Intaglio/engraving from hard stone ideal for a 

man’s ring
• Scarabs beetle forms (ancient Egypt)
• Jadeite and nephrite carvings
• Onyx, carnelian, agate, and other chalcedonies 

are most commonly carved as well as lapis-lazuli 
and rock crystal.



Carved and Engraved

Cameo from Italy 
(conch shell)

Scarab



Enamels in Jewelry: glass

• Cloisonné; enamel confined to cells; gold, 
silver and copper backing.

• Plique-a-Jour; lacks a metal back; stained glass 
windows

• Champlevé; engraved metal backing

• An art form with many twists with brilliant 
results in ornamentation of jewelry



Evaluating Estate/Antique/Vintage 
Jewelry

• First, evaluate like any other piece of jewelry by 
breaking it down into its parts. Rarely do you pay a 
premium for antiquity and you have to differentiate 
between ‘style’ and ‘fashion’. Broaches, filigree etc. 

• Estate jewelry in the local store is usually on 
consignment and the jeweler has less room to barter.

• The dealer in New York probably bought a sizeable 
estate for cash at 10 cents on the dollar. (The auction 
houses are the enemy of the dealer.)

• Look for markings that date and identify what 
craftsman made it; Tiffany and some others command 
high prices (watch Antiques Road Show on TV)



Selling your fine jewelry; and how do 
you sort out the wheat from the shaft 

• Appraisals can be expensive, misleading and not tagged to 
current market value ( what are the appraiser’s motives?)  

• Few dedicated auction houses locally but EBTH and 
Cowan’s deal with jewelry

• Nationally there are many major auction houses including 
Bonham, Christie’s and Sotheby for important pieces. 

• Each auction house has different ground rules concerning 
commissions, reserves and type of goods they auction. The 
more important the piece, the greater interest they have. 

• Most jewelers will buy from privates and you can get easily 
get offers for beautiful pieces or have them sold on 
consignment.



Buying over the Internet: Tricky to say 
the least.

• Should have a specific item you are looking for 
(like buying a car) and some knowledge about its 
quality.

• You should be able to price compare (difficult 
because photos may mislead) and look for 
adequate descriptions. 

• If possible, buy only Certificated diamonds and 
some colored stones (AGS, GIA)

• Try to check on the reliability of the seller
• You can find most anything on the internet and 

many items you can competitively bid for.



More concerns

• If possible, after you receive the item, you should 
have the right of return or refusal if you are 
dissatisfied.

• Buying online is convenient, and possibly cost 
saving

• Before you buy; price out comparable items in a 
number of jewelry stores to get a framework for 
buying.

• Finally, buy to enjoy even as you apply ‘due 
diligence’.



Selling on the Internet

• Tedious and photographing jewelry is difficult

• Takes a good bit of time and patience

• Transactional costs of packaging and shipping 
(Fulfillment)

• Managing returns and your reputation

• Best advice, keep your day job.



Web sites to buy and sell jewelry; I 
have no first hand experience

• Etsy.

• eBay.

• Art Fire.

• Bonanza.

• Zibbet

There are thousands of sites; even Costco and 
Sam’s club.



Where to buy locally

• For average jewelry, I would suggest Sam’s Club 
or Costco as their markups are reasonable and 
uniform. Disadvantage is that you cannot 
negotiate the fixed price and salesperson rarely 
knows much about the merchandise.

• I do not recommend Mall shopping.

• It is good to establish a relationship with a local 
reputable jewelry store that is fair, guarantees the 
merchandise and is a resource for repair work.



The Appraisal Game

• Often a typical jewelry appraisal is brief and not very 
descriptive with ambiguous terms. This may be 
intentional for insurance purposes and to allays any 
buyer’s remorse so as to reinforce the feeling that 
the buyer has gotten a really good deal.

• Insurance coverage is quite expensive and runs 
about $11 (or 1-2% of the value) dollars per year for 
$1000 coverage. Thus an inflated appraisal value will 
be wasteful.

• Ear rings and center stones on finger/engagement 
rings more likely to be lost (scheduled items)



How does the jeweler and insurance company 
make out like bandits’ from a vaguely written 
appraisal? 
If you were to lose your engagement ring diamond 
that was insured for $4,500 at double or triple key, 
the jewelry store would replace it at their 
‘replacement cost’ that would be $1,500 or if they 
replace it with a lower quality stone that was 
justified because the appraisal was poorly defined, 
it might be as low as $1000.  The insurance 
company might pay the jeweler $2,500 rather than 
the $4500 of coverage you had been paying for. 
Thus the jeweler made $1500 and the insurance 
company avoided paying the full $4500 in coverage 
on the deal.



Some Practical Solutions

• Insist on a certificate or very descriptive 
appraisal.

• Ask a gemologist for a cost plus 20 percent 
appraisal that is based on the jeweler’s or 
wholesale replacement cost. (impartial appraiser)

• Keep you fine diamonds and colored stones in a 
secure safe and replace the diamonds with 
matching CZs or colored fakes in the jewelry 
pieces that you wear on a regular basis.

• Have two appraisals and use the lowest and best 
defined for insurance purposes.



More Ideas

• Valuable ear rings are more likely to be lost and be sure to 
list them on your insurance.

• The center stone on finger rings is most vulnerable to 
displacement; insure it based upon a GIA certificate.

• Have the prongs and clasps on valuable jewelry that you 
wear often checked yearly

• Make a detailed list of all your fine jewelry and store it in a 
secure place in case your are robbed.

• Enjoy your treasures, periodically clean them and give 
them to you heirs.

• Establish a trusting longer-term relationship with a 
reputable jeweler that is knowledgeable and guarantees 
the quality of his products.



Lapidary Societies

• Lapidary clubs promote popular interest and 
education in lapidary, the craft of working, 
forming and finishing stones, mineral crystals and 
gemstones. These clubs sponsor and provide 
means for their members to engage in all forms 
of jewelry making, cabochon polishing, cutting 
and faceting, carving, glass bead making, 
stringing and craft work. The hobbyist who 
displays at Art’s & Craft’s Fairs has a lot of options 
and supplies to choose from.



Rock Tumbling

• Basically, take rough stones usually 
cryptocrystalline quartz or some other soft 
stone and put it in a tumbler with some grit 
(fine, medium, coarse silicon carbide or 
aluminum oxide) and tumble it for days. Two 
types of tumblers rotating cylinder's and 
vibrating tumblers. Chalcedony like agate and 
jasper plus marble  less than an inch in size 
tumble well.



Tumbled Stones/ Pet Rocks



Arts and Craft Jewelry Making

• A great hobby for beginners and experts to 
express artistic creativity with infinite resources 
on the web with YouTube videos about stringing 
and wire working, some courses and training 
schools, craft shops where you can buy ‘findings’ 
of all sorts and basic equipment to work with.

• Arts and Craft Fairs offer an outlet to display your 
talents and interact with people. (but do not give 
up your day job)



Societies for geologists, rock hounds (agate 
hunting) and amateur archeologists

• Rocktumber.com

• Rings-things.com

• Dozens of clubs that sponsor trips to hunt for 
gems.


